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Business & Human Rights Resource Centre invited Patriot Eco Apparel Ltd. to respond to the 
following report by the Steelworkers Humanity Fund that explores how poverty wages in 
Bangladesh’s garment sector affect workers’ access to food, housing, and healthcare. 

• Report: "Not Even the Bare Minimum: Bangladeshi Garment Workers' Wages and the 
Responsibility of Canadian Brands", January 2021, The Steelworkers Humanity Fund 

 
Patriot Eco Apparel Ltd. sent the following statement: 
 
“The Manufacturer of Bangladesh are abide by the local Laws & we are totally aware of the 
wages pattern. We are paying the workers’ wages set by the government which might as well 
difficult to subside on the present wages but they have few more members of the family 
supplementing their income other than their overtime hour payment.  
 
During Covid-19 Pandemic Period in March/April’ 20, we took enough precaution. Factory 
remained close for 26 days to avoid any spread of Covid-19 and workers were allowed to move 
to safer zone. When factory reopened on 27 april’20 to took enough safety protocol like 
handwashing before entry/exit, sanitizing tunnel, use and free delivery of face mask, adequate 
soap in toilet, measuring temperature kit at the gate. No covid-19 patient was detected till now in 
patriot eco apparel. 
 
We provide them monthly attendance bonus of 400 taka based on timely attendance & monthly 
production incentive also on target achieved & other facilities as per law. We also ensure the 
annual increment to the workers. We are committed to ensure no Gender wages gap. Over time 
as per law, we are paying twice the normal rate. We maintain all good practices as far as 
possible & depriving Workers from any of their legal rights/ benefits does not happen. In our 
factory, accumulated monthly wages(inclusive all)  for most of the workers are Tk 17k/18k on 
average which appears to be more than calculated living wages. 
 
We have elected WPC who looks after the welfare & wellbeing of the workers, maintain good 
working relations between Workers & Management. We appreciate the concern over paying 
li[v]ing wages, if implemented the Garment workers shall definitely be more benefitted.” 
 

https://www.usw.ca/act/campaigns/justice-for-global-garment-workers/resources/body/SHF-Report2020-final_EN_web.pdf
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